
Enterprise Solutions
The Complete Blockchain Infrastructure Platform for



The blockchain layer of our platform acts as the core while the other layers power a 

wide range of functionalities and services needed across most industries today. From 

messaging and storage to streaming and Supercontracts, enterprises can use ProximaX 

Sirius to build applications and solutions easily, quickly, and at a lower total cost of 

ownership. Furthermore, the superior architecture of our platform makes it highly 

scalable where we can add more layers without any compromise on performance.

We aim to be the enabler of high-throughput decentralized solutions that optimize 

business processes to improve effiiciency, save time, and increase profitability.

ProximaX was founded in March 2018 with a funding of US$35m. It is the 

brainchild of Lon Wong, an internationally recognized figure and advocate 

of blockchain technology. It is a technology company that helps enter-

prises implement blockchain technology across their business process.

ProximaX Sirius is our exclusive platform that combines the potential of 

proven distributed ledger technologies for enterprise-grade 

applications and solutions. With this, we expand our technology’s use 

cases beyond traditional blockchains. Our solutions enable both 

governments as well as public and private sector enterprises to leverage 

the potential of blockchain technology in public, private,

hybrid, or consortia environments.

About us



11. Big Data and Machine

Learning

Power big data and machine learning 

processes with the security of blockchain 

storage.

10. Registries

Combat manual errors and redundant 

documentation processes through 

automation using blockchain.

9. Trade Finance and

Accounting

Digitalize trade finance processes to make 

them time and cost-effective, and also more 

productive.

8. Business Process

Management

Add transparency to your business process 

management both inside and outside the 

company.

7. E-Commerce and Customer

Relationship Management

Build a more reliable and accurate CRM 

system to win the trust of more customers 

on the internet.

6. Stream Content Delivery

and Messaging

Add cryptographic security to content 

delivery and messaging services.

5. Traceability and Supply

Chain Management

Make supply chain management processes 

more transparent and easily trace everything 

back to its origin.

4. Asset Tokenization System

Tokenize anything from real estate and 

commodity to copyright and brand equity.

3. Notary Services

Guarantee the authenticity of data and 

ensure the legitimacy of notarization 

processes.

2. KYC Processes and Identity

Management

Use blockchain identities to verify customers 

and mitigate the risks of fake identities.

1. Health, Identity, IoT, and

Recording Systems

Leverage the potential of distributed storage 

and ensure the highest levels of data security.

Solutions



Reliable

Applications are safe against network outages or 

data loss as the platform uses multiple servers 

and records.

Extensible

New services can be integrated into solutions 

without compromising the overall performance.

Scalable

Applications can be scaled to multiple chains 

and systems without losing speed and 

throughput.

Flexible

It is easy to implement advanced features including 

Supercontracts and cross-chain functionality.

Secure

They leverage decentralized infrastructure and 

are secure against hacks and thefts.

Applications and solutions developed on ProximaX have prominent inherent characteristics.

Benefits of Building 
on ProximaX Sirius



Our Partners

Our Clients



Lon Wong - Founder & CEO

Lon Wong is an internationally recognized thought leader and veteran in 

the blockchain space.  He has 35 years of experience as an entrepreneur 

and technologist and was previously the founding president of one of the 

largest blockchain projects in the world. Now, he intends to drive the mass 

adoption of blockchain technology by making it easy to implement and 

integrate across enterprise processes.

Our Leader

Certifications



Colombia

Australia 
China 
Cambodia 
Malaysia 
Philippines 
Singapore

Netherlands 
Spain 
Ukraine

Global Presence

Contact us

Business Inquiries

info@proximax.ltd 

@ProximaXio

Lon Wong - Founder & CEO

lon@proximax.ltd 

@LonWong


